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Engineering company focussed on x86 technology

Hardware design
Custom x86 designs

FPGA

BIOS engineering
Customization and license

Embedded Controllers
Creating custom solutions, battery control, power sequencing etc

Device Drivers
Hardware device drivers for custom devices

Filter drivers to modify standard driver behaviour

File System Filters (specialty drivers)

Windows CE and “Standard” architecture ( from Windows 2000 to Server 2008 and the embedded types)

OS configuration
Windows (Embedded)

Windows CE

Consultancy
Architecture definitions

Design review

Sparring partner



Reduce power consumption

Battery lifetime

Required battery capacity 

Device weight and size

Device temperature

Remove fan requirement (reliability and noise)

Reducing the carbon footprint





Creating an energy efficient x86 solution

Background on processor power management

How to reduce power consumption

Using Windows Embedded Standard 7 to 

reduce power consumption

How to verify and correct system behavior



Main elements in power consumption

Display
Backlight : LED, Intensity, ALS

CPU / Chipset  / Memory

Power supplies
Efficiency / topology

Hard disk

Standard peripherals

Custom devices



Power management controlled by OS 

using the following information:

Information about hardware behavior, 

obtained from BIOS using ACPI

Preferences using power policies

Behavior and feedback of applications and 

device drivers

Standard 7 offers extensive ACPI support and 

adds Smart Power API for applications



S0

S3

S4

S5

Suspend to RAM
•Only RAM remains active

•Requires hardware support

Hibernate / Suspend to disk
•State saved on disk

•System shut off

System power down

Running state
•Devices can either be active or turned off

•Processor has huge dynamic range most gain will be there



S0
C1 C3 C6C1E C4

C0 P0 P1 .. Pn throttling

CPU power Controlled by Standard 7

C states : processor is not running code

P states : processor is running code
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C states
The longer the idle periods are the more power 
can be saved ( 1: 50 )

P states
Reduces power by lowering the operation 
frequency. 

Standard 7 controls power management
API to know more about the application

Architecture to optimize idle time

Depending policies that can be defined



Steps to optimize system power

Think about the usage scenarios

Define a power budget for the scenarios

Select or design the right hardware for the task

Configure the system correctly for the task

Create drivers with power management in mind

Write applications that are power aware

Verify the operation using the available tools

Tune the system when required



Consider application requirements

Use BIOS to limit C states : response time

Use BIOS to limit P states : conserve power

Follow application guidelines

Event driven applications

Don’t change system timer

Allows Standard 7 to fully use it’s potential
Grouping activity, smart handling of processes

Power reduction without performance impact



Why is this required
Small details have huge impact on actual power

Huge gain can be achieved by addressing them

Measure consumed power
Use predefined workloads

Compare with expectations

Diagnose using tools
Standard 7 makes it possible to use many 
sophisticated tools

Collecting information about the system

Diagnosing issues

Some examples







Know your application
Select the correct system components

Correctly configure BIOS and OS

Use Windows Embedded Standard 7 capabilities
Great features to reduce power consumption

Embedded systems can fully utilize the potential

Make sure not to break them by the hardware design or software 
implementation

Design with power management in mind
Use the guidelines Microsoft is providing

Small mistakes can have a large impact

Use the Windows Embedded Standard 7 tools

Don’t hesitate to contact us for more details


